
       ORIGAMI
Printing You will need

Assembly & Instructions

For more
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*  PRINTABLES #4 - Fold words into animals * * PRINTABLES #4 - Fold w

ords into anim
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*

Print instrutions 
on white A4 paper 

ORIGAMI PAPER (normal 
printing paper will also 
do)

1. Print the origami instructions
2. Using origami paper or thin paper, fold the origami 
animals according to the instruction sheets 

Fold words into animals:

On the following pages you find the instructions of various 
origami inhabitants of the World of Scribes:  a unicorn, 
the Wloth, a dragon, a goblin and a flying pig. 

Enjoy! 

http://helium.ie/learning-bank/young-people/the-world-of-scribes/ 



Dragon
* IRF : inside reverse fold
  ORF : outside reverse fold
  M + F : mark and fold



The Wloth



Flying Pig



Goblin
* IRF : inside reverse fold
  M + F : mark and fold
  VF : valley fold



Unicorn



Small Origami Dictionary
simple things:

reverse fold * where part of a flap is folded inside or outside another

mountain fold * a crease made by folding the paper away from you

crimp * a zig-zag fold

valley fold * a crease made by folding the paper towards you

squash fold * a flap is separated and flattened, usually symmetrically

more advanced:

stretched bird base * you can also look this up online to see tutorials

1. Start with a square sheet of paper with color-side facing up. 
   Fold and unfold along the diagonal in both directions to get  an X crease.

2. Flip the paper over so white-side is facing up. 
    Fold in half from left-to-right. Unfold.

3. Fold the paper in half from top to bottom.

4. Push the left and right corners inwards towards one another until new flaps of paper are formed in
   front and behind.

5. Swivel the flaps to the side. Follow the red dot to visualize the procedure. This is also called 
   the preliminary base.

6. Work with the top layer only. Fold the left-edge and right-edge of the paper inwards so they align
   with the central crease.
 
7. Fold the top of the model down. Use the flaps made in step 6 as a guide.

8. Unfold the last 2 steps so you are back to the preliminary base (step 5).

9. Lift the top flap upwards along the creases made in steps 6 & 7. 
    
10. Turn the model over and repeat step 6 (fold the left-edge and right-edge of the paper towards the 
   central crease).

11. Repeat step 9 (lift flap along crease made in step 10).

12.Done!


